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Let E, F be two fields of characteristic 2 and let W(E), W(F) be the Witt rings of 
non-singular symmetric bilinear forms over E and F. In this note it is proved that if 
dim,? E = dim,* F > 2, then E 2 F is equivalent with W(E) z W(F). c 1985 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
Let E be a field of characteristic 2. In this paper we shall consider only 
non-singular quadratic and bilinear symmetric forms over E. We shall denote 
by W(E) the Witt ring of non-singular symmetric bilinear forms over E and 
by W,(E) the Witt-group of non-singular quadratic forms over E (see [Ba2], 
[Sal). It is well known that W,(E) is a W(E)-module by the following 
operation: if (V, q) is a quadratic form and (U, #) a symmetric bilinear form 
over E, then on U BE Y is defined a quadratic form by 4 0 q(x 0 y) = 
4(x, x) q(y) for all x E U, y E V. We shall denote by (a, ,..., a,,), with 
a, E E* =E\(O}, the bilinear form Cyzl a,xiyi and by [a,, b,] 1 ... 1 
[a,, b,], with Ui, bi E E, the quadratic form CbI(~i~f + Xiyi + biyf) (see 
[Ba21, [Sal). F or instance, using the above operation we have for a E j = 
E- {O}, bEE: (a)@ [l,b]z [a,~ -lb]. The purpose of this paper is the 
study of the following equivalence relation between fields of characteristic 2 
(see [C] for the case 2 # 0): two fields E, F of characteristic 2 are called 
bilinearly Witt-equivalent if W(E) z W(F) ( as rings). Our considerations are 
based on dim,, E. We shall show in Section 2, as a consequence of the 
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fundamental theorem of projective geometry, that if dirnE2 E = dim,* F > 4, 
then W(E) z W(F) if and only if E z F. This is a special feature of charac- 
teristic 2, since in the case 2 # 0 there is not a similar result. In Section 3 we 
shall briefly study the corresponding equivalence relation defined by the 
Witt-module of quadratic forms. Throughout this paper we shall use the 
following notations and facts. If (V, q), respectively, (U, $), is a quadratic, 
respectively, bilinear, space we shall set DE(q) = {a E II? 1 q(x) = a for some 
x E V), respectively, DE(d) = {a E E ) #(x,x) = a for some x E U}. The set 
DE(d) is obviously a vector space over EZ and if 4 is anisotropic (i.e., 
#(X,X) # 0 for all x C U, x # 0) then dim,,D,$) = dim d. Let IE. be the 
maximal ideal of W(E) of even-dimensional forms. Then it is well known 
that dimEIE = 2”, where n is the minimal positive integer with 11’ ’ = (0) 
(see [Mill, [Sal). Using the equality dim # = dime* DE(#) one easily deduces 
from the theorem of Cassels and Ptister the following result of Arason and 
Ptister (see [ArP]): if 4, w are anisotropic bilinear forms such that v 
represents the element #(X1 ,..., X,) over E(X, ,..., X,), then dim v > dim 4. 
This result implies the Hauptsatz of Arason and Pfister for bilinear forms, 
I.e., if &# 0 is in Zi, then dim 4 > 2” (see (Ball for the quadratic case). 
Finally, let us recall the definitions of the Arf- and Witt-invariants of a 
quadratic form q defined over a field E of characteristic 2. If q = 
(aJ[l L,] 1 *.. 1 (a,)[ 1, b,], then the Arf-invariant of q is the class Cr= 1 b, 
(mod /zE) in E/FE, where /tE = {a2 + a 1 a E E}. The Witt-invariant of q is 
the class in the Brauer group Br(E) of the product of quaternion algebras 
(a,, b,] 0 ... 0 (a,, b,], where for a E E*, b E E the quaternion algebra 
(a, b] is defined as the associative algebra E + Ee + Ef + Eef with the 
relations e2 = a, f 2 = f + b, ef + fe = e. The general properties of these 
invariants can be found in [Ba2] and we shall use them without further 
reference. 
2. BILINEAR WITT-EQUIVALENCE OF FIELDS 
Let E, F be two fields of characteristic 2. We say that E and F are bilinear 
Witt-equivalent (in symbols E -F) if W(E) z W(F) as rings. Any 
isomorphism a: W(E) r W(F) induces isomorphisms a, : 1: r 1; for all 
n > 1 and therefore isomorphisms ti,, : 1:/Z:+’ r Zz/ZF’ ‘. Using the natural 
isomorphism I,/12 ldis 8/E’ (E = E - (0)) we get an isomorphism 
a: E/S” 5 g/E’ such that the following diagram 
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commutes. We shall denote by 6 the class of a & & in &/E2. Also the 
quadratic form (a) will be denoted by (G), since it depends on on ~7. The 
above diagram implies 
a((l,ti))- (1, d(G)) (modZi.> (2.1) 
(here we write c&4) for any representant of a(#) E W(F)). The above relation 
implies for any a, b E 8 
~((l,E)(l, b))s (l,E(ti))(l, C(b)) (modI;). (2.2) 
From these properties we now deduce the following relation: 
for all a E ,!? (here x means the set classes in g/E’ of the elements of 
A c ,!?), To prove this, let us consider d E D(( 1, E)) which without restriction 
is not a square. Then (d)( 1, 5) r ( 1, a) and hence (1, a)( 1,5) = 0 in W(E). 
Applying (2.2) we deduce 
(1, cs(d))(l, d(G)) E z;. 
Now from the Hauptsatz of Arason and PIister mentioned in the 
Introduction we deduce (I, C(J))( 1, E(d)) = 0 in W(F). This relation implies 
that E(d) E D(l,c7(@) since (1, a(&)) is anisotropic, proving (2.3). Thus we 
have proved half of the following. 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let E, F be two fields of characteristic 2. Then the 
following properties are equivalent: 
(1) E-F. 
(2) There exists an isomorphism 6: k/k’ r F/j’ with 
wM(l, 4)) E &((l, qQ)>. (2.5) 
ProoJ: To complete the proof let us assume (2). We use the following 
representation of W(E), 
where lF2[ti/&2] is the group algebra of z/i2 over F, and .4Ep, is the ideal of 
6,[,!?/@*] generated by d + 6+ a + b + ab(a + b) for all a, b E k with 
a + b E &. The isomorphism 6: k/g2 ?: p/p:’ induces an isomorphism 
h: F2[,!?/,!?2] 7 F,[$/$*] which satisfies ~79~ = SF because of the relation 
(2.5). Thus we get an isomorphism CZ: W(E) g F,[&/I!?*]/~~ 5 
ff 2($/#2]/9F z W(F), i.e., E - F. 
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(2.6) Remark. The condition (2.5) of the theorem can be translated to 
the Milnor ring introduced in [Mi 1 ] as follows: there exists an isomorphism 
6: k, E 2 k, F which induces an isomorphism E: k,E : k,F. 
Now we want to interpret condition (2) of the theorem in a more 
geometrical way. Considering E as a vector space over the field E2 we can 
identify g/E2 with the projective space Ip(E) of E over E2, identifying the 
class rig E/g’ with the line do P(E) detined by a a E l?. The multiplicative 
structure of i/k’ induces a corresponding structure on Ip(E). Thus any 
isomorphism a: k/k’ r &‘/g’ is a bijection 6: Ip(E) -t lP(E) which respects 
- - 
this structure, i.e., a(&) = a(a) a(b). In particular Cr applies the line i, on 
the line I,, &(i,) = I,. The following lemma explains (2.5) in (2). 
(2.7) LEMMA. The condition ti(D,( 1,6)) G DF( ( 1 , 6(a))) for all 
GE i/Z2 is equivalent with the property that Cr: IP(E) -+ I’(F) respects 
collinarity. 
ProoJ Let ti, 6, FE Ip(E) be three points which are collinear, i.e., 
x*a + y2b + z2c = 0 with some x, y,z E E. We show that 6(a), a(b), Z(c) are 
also collinear. Using the multiplicative property of the map a we may 
assume a = i,. The collinearity of i,, b; 15 in Ip(E) means F E DE(( 1,6)). 
But the property (2.5) says that then a(F) E D,((l, a(6))), i.e., i,, 5(b), n(F) 
are collinear in fP(F). Since these arguments can be reversed, this proves the 
lemma. 
Thus we have proved 
(2.8) COROLLARY. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) E-F. 
(2) There exists a boection ~7: IP(E) + IP(F) which is multiplicative and 
which respects collinearity. 
Now let us apply the fundamental theorem of projective geometry. 
Supposing E-F, we get a bijection Or: IP(E) + [P(F) which respects 
collinearity. If dim,, E = dim,, F > 2, then the fundamental theorem of 
projective geometry asserts that E2 g F2 (see [D]) as field. But since E z E*, 
we get E z F. Of course E z F implies E - F, so that we have the following 
result. 
(2.9) THEOREM. Let E, F be two fields of characteristic 2 with dim,, E = 
dim,, F > 2. Then E - F is equivalent with E g F. 
Therefore we have just to consider the cases dim,,E = 1, 2. If 
dim,, E = 1, i.e., E = E2, then E is perfect and W(E) z IF,. Thus all perfect 
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fields are bilinear equivalent. Let us now assume dim,, E = dim,, F = 2. If 
(1, a) is anisotropic, then E = E2 + E’a and therefore DE(( 1,6)) = E. In this 
case if c3: E/E’ 5 E/E’ is any isomorphism, the form (1, a(&)) is also 
anisotropic and hence DF(( 1, a(a))) = k Therefore we have trivially 
aD,((l, 6)) =-D,((l, E(a))). If (1, a) is isotropic, then a= i and 
4((L 4) = { 1 L so that also aD,(( 1, a)) = DF(( 1, a(a))). Therefore the 
condition (2.5) of (2.4) is trivially fulfilled and we conclude that EN F if 
and only if E/L?’ g E/E’. Considering E/E2 as an iF,-vector space we see 
that this last condition is equivalent with Card(E) = Card(F). 
Thus we have 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. Let E, F be fields of characteristic 2. If dirnE2 E = 
dim,,F = 1, then E-F. If dim,, E = dim,..*F= 2, then E-F iff 
E/E2 z E/E’ iff Card(E) = Card(F). 
3. QUADRATIC WITT-EQUIVALENCE OF FIELDS 
In this section we shall briefly consider the following equivalence of fields. 
Let E, F be two fields of characteristic 2. We say that E and F are quadratic 
Witt-equivalent (E z F) if the W(E)-module W,(E) is isomorphic with the 
W(F)-module W,(F), i.e., there exists a ring isomorphism cz: W(E) r W(F) 
and a group isomorphism /3: W,(E) z W,(F) such that p(xy) = a(x) p(y) for 
all x E W(E), y E W,(E). Of course E x F implies E-F. But if dim,, E = 
dim,* E = dim,, F > 4, then according to (2.9) E -F implies E z F. The 
following result characterises the relation z. 
(3.1) THEOREM. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) EzF. 
(ii) There exist isomorphisms of groups 
a: E/8’ r$ FfP:‘, p: EffiE y F//zF 
such that 
Proof. We prove (ii) implies (i). From Theorem (2.4) we obtain an 
isomorphism a: W(E) --+ W(F), which together with 6 induces an 
isomorphism a @ j?z W(E) OIF, E/F(E) -+ W(F) 0 IFl F//z(F). We set SPE for 
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the W(E)-submodule of W(E) @ E//z(E) generated by the elements 
(l,a)@bE W(E)@E/j@) with a~D,([l,b]) for bEE. Then the 
property (3.3) implies a @fl(sE) c SF and hence we get an isomorphism of 
groups. 
But using the description given in [ ArP] of W,(E) as a W(E)-module by 
relations, we get an isomorphism ,8: W,(E) 2 W,(F) which satisfies ,8(xy) = 
a(x)B(y) for all x E W(E), y E W,(E), i.e., E z F. This proves that (ii) 
implies (i). 
Now we prove the converse. The isomorphism a: W(E) r W(F) induces 
isomorphism 6: Z?/Z?” z p/j: with (3.2). The isomorphism j?: W,(E) 2 W,(F) 
induces isomorphisms ,8: ZE W,(E) 7 Z: W,(F) and in particular an 
isomorphism ,!?z Wq(E)/IE W(E) 1 W,(F)/I, W(F). But the Arf-invariant 
defines an isomorphism A, : W,(E)~, W,(E) 1 E//z(E) (respectively, for F), 
so that we get an isomorphism /?: E//t(E) 1 F/b(F) and a commutative 
diagram 
A.? 
i I 
Al- 
El/W + FIPW 
(3.4) 
The commutativity of (3.4) is equivalent with 
P([l,~l)- IL,&)1 (modZ,W,P’)) (35) 
for all a E E//z(E) (here ,6(q) means any representative of /?(q)_E W,(F)). 
Now we prove the relation (3.3). TakebED,([l ,a]). Then (1,6)[1,ti]=O 
in W,(E) (here 6 is taken in i/g’ and 6 in E/fiE). Applying /? we get 
a((l,b))P(]l,h])=O. But a((l,b))= (l,&(6)) (modI,) and hence form 
(3.5) we deduce (1, a(b))] 1,&a)] E I:. W,(F_). But this implies that the Witt- 
invariant of this form is trivial, i.e., (C(b),/?(C)] is the split quaternion 
algebra over F. Since (1, C(Z?))[ 1, /?(a)] is the norm form of (C(8), /I?(&)] we - - -- 
deduce (1, @(a))[ 1, P(b) ] = 0, i.e., ~?(a) E D,.([ 1, p(b)]), which proves (3.3). 
(3.6) Remark. (1) We don’t know if the isomorphism ,8: W,(E) Y Wq(F) 
in the equivalence E z F is compatible with the dimension in the sense that 
for any a E E it holds dim/3([ 1, a I),, = 2, where for any SE W,(F), qan 
means the anisotropic representative of S. 
(2) j3 is compatible with the Arf-invariant, i.e., one has Arf(P(x)) = 
&Arf(x)) in F//z(F) for all x E W,(E). This follows from (3.5). 
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(3) /? is compatible with the Witt-invariant. It is well known that the 
Witt-invariant w induces an isomorphism 
w: Z, W,(E)/Zi W,(E) r Br(E), (see [Sal). 
Therefore /3 induces an isomorphism fi Br(E), r Br(F)2 such that 
wco(x>> = P(wW (3.7) 
holds for all x E ZE W,(E). Now we show that (3.7) holds for all x E W,(E). 
For any x E W,(E) we have x + [ 1, A(x)] E Z, W,(E) and hence from (3.7) 
wco(x + [LA(x)])) =P(w(x + [lYA(X)l)) 
WV(X) + mwl)=&w(4 * w([LA(x)l)) 
w(P(x)>W([1,ijA(x)l)=p(w(x)W(I1,A(x)l)). 
But since w([ 1, a]) = 1 in Br(F)* for all a E F, we obtain w(p(x)) =&w(x)) 
for all x E W,(E). 
According to the remark given at the beginning of this section the relation 
z is only interesting in the case dimEI E = dimFz F < 2. 
If the u-invariant of E (respectively, F) is <2, then D([ 1, a]) = Z? for any 
a E E, so that the condition (3.3) is for any isomorphism i/g2 z j/ti2 
automatically fulfilled. Since in this case W,(E) z E//zE, we get from (2.10) 
(3.8) PROPOSITION. Let E, F be fields with dim,, E = dim,* F < 2 and 
u(E) = u(F) ,< 2. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) EzF. 
(ii> (El= IFI and lE//@)l = IF//W. 
Remark. Note that all fields E, F with (E: fiE) = (F: /zF) < 03 satisfy the 
hypothesis of the Proposition (see [Sal]). 
Thus the only case which remains to be considered is 
dim,, E = dim,, F = 2 and u(E) = u(F) = 4. It seems to be very difficult to 
get a criterion to described the quadratic equivalence in this case. 
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